Registration for the upcoming IEEE Advanced Blockchain for Enterprise live, virtual event is now open!
Ideal for anyone managing innovation in big enterprises and looking for new opportunities with the next
“big thing” in disruption, the benefits of registration include:
❖ Advanced access and insights only IEEE can provide.
Presented by corporate blockchain strategy expert and MIT lecturer, Steve Derezinski, learn how
companies around the world successfully implement this powerful technology to impact their
bottom lines–and how you can join them.
❖ The ability to test your knowledge in real-time.
Our interactive knowledge checks help gauge your learning and development as it happens.
With our post-event assessment, you’ll also have a better understanding of your blockchain
knowledge strengths and areas of improvement.
❖ Keep up with, and gain a deeper understanding of, the most recent market developments.
Each session will feature a live question and answer session with the presenter and fellow
attendees. Don’t miss a bird’s eye view into the most pressing issues related to you and your
competition in the finance, energy, the Internet of Things, supply chain management and
healthcare industries.
❖ Opportunities for recognition and advancement within your company.
Learners will earn Continuing Education Credits (CEUs) / Professional Development Hours
(PDHs) upon success completion of the event assessment. In order to award these credits, IEEE
demonstrated that it complies with the highest standards in continuing education.
REGISTER HERE to receive the EPS partner discount or use code 18ABEPS at checkout
Each session consists of in-depth video presentation, real-time interactive knowledge checks, and live
Q&A with the presenter. Topics include:

●

●

Tuesday, 4 December 2018
○ High level technical comparison
○ Incremental innovation benefits and decentralization benefits
○ Public, Private and Hybrid blockchain model trends
○ Overview of use cases on Internet of Things and energy industries
○ Live Q&A
Wednesday, 5 December 2018
○ Financial Industry – ICO and Cryptocurrency briefing and latest on regulations
○ Smart Contracts – Benefits, challenges and implementations
○ Overview of use cases relevant to supply chain management and healthcare
○ Live Q&A

Upon successful completion of the post-event assessment, attendees will earn a digital certificate from
IEEE along with 0.2 Continuing Education Credits (CEUs) / 2 Professional Development Hours (PDHs).
Advanced Blockchain for Enterprise will be presented by corporate
blockchain strategist and MIT lecturer, Steve Derezinski.
Steve Derezinski consults with major corporations on blockchain strategy and
new blockchain ventures. He taught Blockchain Ventures at MIT Media Lab
and Babson College, and sits on a number of boards and funding panels. He is
an expert reviewer for a Federal Agency’s Blockchain Funding and a subject
matter expert for large philanthropic foundations in the USA and EU. He
holds a BS from MIT and MBA from MIT Sloan.

